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We chose to explore the topic of the January, 12 1888 school children’s blizzard 

and the difficulty in communicating weather alerts to homesteaders on the plains. The 

Children’s Blizzard of 1888 caught and held our attention because many of the stories 

from this historical event came directly from ancestors living in our geographical location 

of Northeast Nebraska.  

We went about finding research by reading stories and reminiscences of 

survivors from the book, In All Its Fury: A History of the Blizzard of January 12, 1888 by 

O'Gara and Clement. Many of these narratives came from The Blizzard Club, a group 

dedicated to collecting and publishing the memories of those who lived through this 

great storm. The original volumes are located at the Nebraska State Historical Society.  

Another book that really helped us understand the weather indications of that 

time was David Laskin’s, The Children’s Blizzard. We were pleased to interview via 

Zoom the Nebraska State Climatologist, Mr. Al Dutcher. It was Mr. Dutcher who 

explained to us the infancy of weather indications and that this blizzard happened in the 

advent of modern meteorology.  

We also contacted Dr. Samuel Herley, Curator of the South Dakota Oral History 

Center on the campus of the University of South Dakota in Vermillion, SD. Dr. Herley 

made it possible for us to read transcripts of oral histories from people who had 

recollection of the blizzard.  

We chose to do a group performance and focused on the stories of three people 

from Nebraska and their experiences of the blizzard and the U.S. Army Signal Corp 

Officer, Lt. Thomas M. Woodruff. We chose to highlight in our script the tales of school 

 



teacher Emily Vail; school child P. William Holst of Wausa, Nebraska; and Paul James, 

a native American on the Santee Sioux Reservation.  

 The topic relates to this year’s theme because communication between the 

Signal Corps, which were stationed at forts, like Fort Omaha, and the pioneers was 

delayed and flawed. The outcome was that early settlers were caught unaware of the 

storm because of its timing and many lost their lives, including children coming home 

from country school houses.  

 Our topic is significant in history because the blizzard occurred eight years before 

the start of modern meteorology and the country’s Weather Bureau. Communication 

was slow and transmitted by telegraph line and if you didn’t have access to a rail line or 

that important information, you didn’t receive the alert. There was no centralized 

National Weather Service like we have today. Due to the fact that it was such a 

devastating event, it made people realize that there was a need for a better form of 

communicating the weather indications. 
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NHD PERFORMANCE COMPANION WORKSHEET

Purpose: Submitted with your process paper and annotated bibliography, this worksheet will help
judges understand your performance’s background, costumes, and props.

PERFORMANCE INFORMATION
Project Title The Children’s Blizzard: The Advent of Communicating the Weather
Student Name(s) Sophia Wortmann, Rylie Arens
Division/Category Junior Division: Group Performance
Performance
Runtime 9:48

Performance
Companion
Worksheet Word
Count (starting with
the performance
overall scenario box;
should not exceed
1,270 words)

312

Thesis

The Children’s Blizzard of 1888 happened when weather predictions were
basic, simple, and often miscommunicated to pioneer settlers. It was the advent
of modern meteorology. There just wasn’t enough time to get the information
for warning, especially the families sending children and young teachers out on
the prairie on what appeared to be a sunny, warm January day.

Performance
Recording Link

https://drive.google.com/file/d/13YOprtX4ZNQAune3bH1Zl2FDGtfvUoPl/view?u
sp=sharing
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PERFORMANCE OVERALL SCENARIO
Story Setting(s)- 60 Word Limit

Where does the performance take place?

Nebraska and Dakota Territory
Timeframe- 60 Word Limit

When does the performance take place?

January 12, 1888
Story Synopsis - 100 Word Limit

Our performance is about P. William Holst, Emily Vail, and Paul James. It tells their stories of how
they faced the storm and how, had there been a better form of communication to warn the pioneers
of the impending blizzard, there would have been a better outcome.

CHARACTERS
Remove rows as needed.

Character Name Actor Description/background for the character
10 Word Limit per Character

Narrator 1 Sophia
Wortmann

Narrator 2 Rylie Arens
P. William Holst Sophia A schoolboy who travels into the storm
Thomas
Woodruff

Sophia Signal Corps lieutenant

Paul James Sophia Native American near Santee Sioux Reservation
Emily Vail Rylie A schoolteacher in Stanton County
Indications officer Rylie Weather reporter
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PERFORMANCE BACKGROUND
Over the next 3 pages, provide photos and descriptions of your performance background. Please

remove any scenes that don't apply to your performance.

BACKGROUND BY SCENE
Scene # 1

Photo
Photo Size should be 3x3 maximum

Description
What is the purpose of the background in this scene?

50 Word Limit

We used this background because it was
simple, and we didn’t want the background to
distract people from the performance.

BACKGROUND BY SCENE
Scene # 2

Photo
Photo Size should be 3x3 maximum

Description
What is the purpose of the background in this scene?

50 Word Limit
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BACKGROUND BY SCENE
Scene # 3

Photo
Photo Size should be 3x3 maximum

Description
What is the purpose of the background in this scene?

50 Word Limit

BACKGROUND BY SCENE
Scene # 4

Photo
Photo Size should be 3x3 maximum

Description
What is the purpose of the background in this scene?

50 Word Limit
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BACKGROUND BY SCENE
Scene # 5

Photo
Photo Size should be 3x3 maximum

Description
What is the purpose of the background in this scene?

50 Word Limit

BACKGROUND BY SCENE
Scene # 6

Photo
Photo Size should be 3x3 maximum

Description
What is the purpose of the background in this scene?

50 Word Limit
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PERFORMANCE COSTUMES
Over the next 3 pages, provide photos and descriptions of your performance costumes. Please

remove any scenes that don't apply to your performance.

COSTUME(S) BY SCENE
Scene # 1

Photo
Photo Size should be 3x3 maximum

Description
What is the purpose of the costume in this scene?

50 Word Limit

The purpose of this costume was to show that
P. William Holst was a schoolboy.
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COSTUME(S) BY SCENE
Scene # 2

Photo
Photo Size should be 3x3 maximum

Description
What is the purpose of the costumes?

50 Word Limit

The purpose of this war hat was to show that
Woodruff was a military lieutenant.
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COSTUME(S) BY SCENE
Scene # 3

Photo
Photo Size should be 3x3 maximum

Description
What is the purpose of the costume in this scene?

50 Word Limit

it’s The purpose of this costume was to show that
Emily was a school teacher on the prairie.

COSTUME(S) BY SCENE
Scene # 4

Photo
Photo Size should be 3x3 maximum

Description
What is the purpose of the costume in this scene?

50 Word Limit

We used this costume to symbolize that Paul
James was a Native American.
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COSTUME(S) BY SCENE

COSTUME(S) BY SCENE

=
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PERFORMANCE PROPS
Over the next 3 pages, provide photos and descriptions of your key performance props. Please

remove any scenes that don't apply to your performance.

KEY PROP(S) BY SCENE
Scene #1

Photo
Photo Size should be 3x3 maximum

Description
What is the purpose of the props?

50 Word Limit

We used this coat rack to hold our costumes.
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KEY PROP(S) BY SCENE
Scene # 2

Photo
Photo Size should be 3x3 maximum

Description
What is the purpose of the props?

50 Word Limit

We used this bench for multiple things
throughout our performance, Including a desk
for Woodruff and again for Emily Vail, a cart for
Paul James, and a chair for Emily Vail.
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KEY PROP(S) BY SCENE
Scene # 3

Photo
Photo Size should be 3x3 maximum

Description
What is the purpose of the props?

50 Word Limit

KEY PROP(S) BY SCENE
Scene # 4

Photo
Photo Size should be 3x3 maximum

Description
What is the purpose of the props?

50 Word Limit

We used this to show that Woodruff and the
weather forecaster were writing on paper.
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KEY PROP(S) BY SCENE
Scene # 5

Photo
Photo Size should be 3x3 maximum

Description
What is the purpose of the props?

50 Word Limit

KEY PROP(S) BY SCENE
Scene # 6

Photo
Photo Size should be 3x3 maximum

Description
What is the purpose of the props?

50 Word Limit
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